Leadership Studies Minor (LSM) Registration Guidelines
(Effective Fall 2016)

Declare the Leadership Studies Minor by the End of the Term
If selected, students are considered eligible for the minor, though not considered admitted into the
minor (an LSMer) until they have officially declared. Also, students cannot register for the Core LSM
courses (ELPS 201, ELPS 450/1 or a general section of ELPS 350) until they have declared the minor.
Students should meet with their academic advisor and the College of Education, Health, and Human
Sciences advisors after being selected to ensure feasibility of completion. (Email to come from CEHHS
Advising upon selection for eligibility.) Students are expected to declare the minor before the last day of
finals of the term they become eligible (i.e. if selected in the Fall, students must declare by the end of
the finals period in December of that term).
Registration Sequence for Core Courses
Students entering LSM eligibility with any ELPS 350 Positional Leadership credit hours will be registered
for the one credit hour of ELPS 350 Self-Authored Personally and Socially Responsible (PSR) Leadership
content in the second session of the term they became eligible. If at all possible students should NOT
take the PSR one hour of ELPS 350 credit until they have completed a 2-hour Positional Leadership ELPS
350 section. All students who declare the minor should register themselves (YOU REGISTER) for a
section of ELPS 201 the semester after becoming eligible, unless enrolled in a Positional Leadership ELPS
350 section for the first time.
Statements of Practice
Student’s eligibility for the minor will be rescinded after one year if they have not declared the minor or
completed ELPS 201.
Requests for flexibility in all of the above will be granted if made in writing and a reasonable (I.e.,
possible and meeting the academic requirements) pathway to completing the LSM requirements is
proposed.

